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Abstract
Emerging Internet of Things (IoT) applications and services including e-healthcare, intelligent
transportation systems, smart grid, and smart homes to smart cities to smart workplace, are poised
to become part of every aspect of our daily lives. The IoT will enable billions of sensors,
actuators, and smart devices to be interconnected and managed remotely via the Internet. Cellularbased Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications is one of the key IoT enabling technologies
with huge market potential for cellular service providers deploying Long Term Evolution (LTE)
networks. There is an emerging consensus that Fourth Generation (4G) and 5G cellular
technologies will enable and support these applications, as they will provide the global mobile
connectivity to the anticipated tens of billions of things/devices that will be attached to the
Internet.
Many vital utilities and service industries are considering the use of commercially available LTE
cellular networks to provide critical connections to users, sensors, and smart M2M devices on
their networks, due to its low cost and availability. Many of these emerging IoT applications are
mission-critical with stringent requirements in terms of reliability and end-to-end (E2E) delay
bound. The delay bound specified for each application refers to the device-to-device latencies,
which is defined as the combined delay resulting from both application level processing time and
communication latency. Each IoT application has its own distinct performance requirements in
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terms of latency, availability, and reliability. Typically, uplink (UL) traffic of most of these IoT
applications is the dominant network traffic (much higher than total downlink (DL) traffic).
Thus, efficient LTE UL scheduling algorithms at the base station (“Evolved NodeB (eNB)” per
3GPP standards) are more critical for M2M applications. LTE, however, was not originally
intended for IoT applications, where traffic generated by M2M devices (running IoT applications)
has totally different characteristics than those from traditional Human-to-Human (H2H)-based
voice/video and data communications. In addition, due to the anticipated massive deployment of
M2M devices and the limited available radio spectrum, the problem of efficient radio resources
management (RRM) and UL scheduling poses a serious challenge in adopting LTE for M2M
communications.
Existing LTE quality of service (QoS) standard and UL scheduling algorithms were mainly
optimized for H2H services and can’t accommodate such a wide range of diverging performance
requirements of these M2M-based IoT applications. Though 4G LTE networks can support very
low Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) at the physical layer, such reliability, however, comes at the expense
of increased latency from tens to hundreds of ms due to the aggressive use of retransmission
mechanisms. Current 4G LTE technologies may satisfy a single performance metric of these
mission critical applications, but not the simultaneous support of ultra-high reliability and low
latency as well as high data rates.
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Numerous QoS aware LTE UL scheduling algorithms for supporting M2M applications as well as
H2H services have been reported in the literature. Most of these algorithms, however, were not
intended for the support of mission critical IoT applications, as they are not latency-aware. In
addition, these algorithms are simplified and don’t fully conform to LTE’s signaling and QoS
standards. For instance, a common practice is the assumption that the time domain UL scheduler
located at the eNB prioritizes user equipment (UEs)/M2M devices connection requests based on
the head-of-line (HOL) packet waiting time at the UE/device transmission buffer. However, as
will be detailed below, LTE standard does not support a mechanism that enables the UEs/devices
to inform the eNB uplink scheduler about the waiting time of uplink packets residing in their
transmission buffers.

Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communication (URLLC) paradigm has recently emerged to enable
a new range of mission-critical applications and services including industrial automation, realtime operation and control of the smart grid, inter-vehicular communications for improved safety
and self-deriving vehicles. URLLC is one of the most innovative 5G New Radio (NR) features.
URLLC and its supporting 5G NR technologies might become a commercial reality in the future,
but it may be rather a distant future.

Thus, deploying viable mission critical IoT applications will have to be postponed until URLLC
and 5G NR technologies are commercially feasible. Because IoT applications, specifically
mission critical, will have a significant impact on the welfare of all humanity, the immediate or
near-term deployments of these applications is of utmost importance. It is the purpose of this
thesis to explore whether current commercial 4G LTE cellular networks have the potential to
support some of the emerging mission critical IoT applications. Smart grid is selected in this work
iii

as an illustrative IoT example because it is one of the most demanding IoT applications, as it
includes diverse use cases ranging from mission-critical applications that have stringent
requirements in terms of E2E latency and reliability to those that require support of massive
number of connected M2M devices with relaxed latency and reliability requirements.

The purpose of thesis is two fields: First, a user-friendly MATLAB-based open source software
package to model commercial 4G LTE systems is developed. In contrast to mainstream
commercial LTE software packages, the developed package is specifically tailored to accurately
model mission critical IoT applications and above all fully conforms to commercial 4G LTE
signaling and QoS standards. Second, utilizing the developed software package, we present a
detailed realistic LTE UL performance analysis to assess the feasibility of commercial 4G LTE
cellular networks when used to support such a diverse set of emerging IoT applications as well as
typical H2H services.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Today we are witnessing a mobile data revolution. With a mass market expansion of laptops,
tablets and (Internet of Things) IoT devices that is connected over the internet motivate the
mobile communication providers to provide services beyond voice and telephony to its users. A
new standards have been developed to handle the growth of data intensive services and
applications such as emails, video streaming, music and social networking. The new standards
capable to provide higher data rates and capacity to support these rich multimedia applications.
LTE (Long Term Evolution) and LTE-Advanced have been developed as a solution to the
increasing demand of wireless services. The goal of the LTE system is to provide: higher radio
access data rates, flexible bandwidth, enhance system capacity, improve coverage, and reduce
latency, low operation costs, and supporting multi-antenna

LTE and LTE-Advanced were the building blocks in development of the fourth generation
wireless system (4G) which evolved from the third-generation (3G). The evolution of mobile
technology over the past two decades lead to the development of LTE standards. In this chapter a
short overview of the wireless standard history will be presented. This overview intends to trace
back the beginning of many enabling technologies of the LTE standards and to clarify some of
their requirements, which are expressed in terms of improvements over earlier technologies.
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1.1 Introduction to Wireless communication Standards:
In this section a brief history of broadband mobile standards and specifications will be provided,
Figure 1 shows the development and the upgrade of digital wireless communication standard
over time. The Second-Generation (2G) was the start of digital wireless communications in the
early 1990s. Only mobile telephony and voice applications were supported by the 2G standards.
The 2G system was circuit switched data communication. The 2G standards started with GSM
(Global System for Mobile Communication) in Europe and IS-54 (interim standard 54) in North
America. GSM and IS-54 standards were based on Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
Technology. The TDMA Technology was able to share a narrowband communication channel
among multiple users by subdividing the channel into number of time slots and each user can
allocated a number of time slots. The GSM system supported voice services up to 13kbps and
supported data services up to 9.6 kbps.

Figure 1 Evolution of digital wireless standards over time
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Later Generalized Packet Radio Service (GPRS) evolved from the GSM system. In GPRS
standards, packet based switching technology used for data transmission and circuit switched
technology used for voice transmission. The Enhanced Data Rates for Global Evolution (EDGE),
evolved from the GPRS standard. The EDGE standard supported a higher rate modulation
scheme 8-PSK (Phase Shift Keying) which enhance its peak data rates to reach up to 384 kbps.

In North America, the IS-95 standard supported Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)
technology. CDMA technology is based on multiple users share a wider bandwidth by using
orthogonal spreading codes. The IS-94-B revision standards supported packet based data
transmission at higher rates. The IS-95-B was able to reach a peak data rate of 115.2 kbps.

Based on CDMA technology the 3GPP2 (Third Generation Partnership Project 2) was able to
develop the technical specification and standards for 3G mobile systems. The standards include:


1xRTT, 1x-EV-DO (Evolved Voice Data Only)



EV-DV (Evolved Data and Voice).



EV-DO ( Evolved Data Only)
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The 1xRTT was able to achieve peak data rate of 307kbps by adding extra 64 traffic channel
which is double capacity of the IS-95 standard. The 1x-EV-DO and 1x-EV-DV standards
included a set of new features that were able to increase data rates per user up to 2.4-3.1 Mbps.
These features include:


Adaptive modulation and coding schemes.



Hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)



Turbo coding,



Faster scheduling with a smaller frame sizes.

In 1997, 3GPP was working on the transition from a 2G TDMA-based GSM technology to a 3G
wide-band CDMA-based technology called the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) that was standardized in 2001 as Release 4 of the 3GPP and it was able to achieve
downlink data rate of 1.92Mbps. Later in 2002 3GPP Release 5 upgraded the UMTS system
performance with the High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) .In Release 6, 3GPP
introduce High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) which enhance and improve the network
performance.

Because of HSPA technology upgrade, download speed data rated increased to 14Mbps and the
upload speed data rated increased to 5.8Mbps. The 3G wireless system was able to support
internet applications with a reliable Quality of Service (QoS). The internet applications attracted
new customers and increased the number of users in the HSPA network. Smart cell phones
developed as a result of 3G system success and growth.
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Mobile data usage increased exponentially, as a result of the success of 3G system. The need for
more efficient and advanced broadband mobile technology was required to support the predicted
traffic volumes over the long term. The 3GPP has initiated the next generation of mobile
broadband technology standards with the following motives in perspective:



Improved QoS support to meet the increasing demand for higher data rates.



Move to an optimized, fully packet switched network,



Simplified network protocols and network architecture.

In 2004, 3GPP Release 8 of mobile broadband standard as a 3G-beyond solution, and later the
name changed to Long Term Evolution (LTE). LTE standard considered as an important
milestone in the mobile broadband evolution. In 2008, Release 8 of LTE was finalized, with a
specifications of the system structure. In 2009 3GPP Release 9 improve and enhance the LTE
standard with the support of femtocells and relay stations. Trial deployments took place by many
operators around the world as an intermediate step before fully commercial deployment.
Till today, researchers still investigate and explore several areas and aspects of LTE system, to
enhance and improve LTE network to its maximum potential.

LTE network at the access level consists of base station (BS), in LTE standards called evolved
NodeB (eNodeB). Radio Network Controller (RNC) and Mobile Switching Controller (MSC)
used by the 2G and 3G networks. However, the LTE standards didn’t include them. MSC and
RNC were responsible for radio access network management such as Radio Resource
Management (RRM) and mobility management.
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The LTE eNodeB replaced RNC and its used to perform some of its responsibilities as mobility
management and RRM. The reset of the RNC and MSC responsibilities moved to packet core
network in LTE standards. The LTE network achieved high data rates over the radio interface
due to the role of RRM which, map this limited radio resources efficiently. The packet scheduler
is the most important component in RRM that included in the eNodeB. Our thesis will focus on
the packet scheduler and they ability to optimize and enhance its algorithm to be able to handle
time critical application that used for smart grid network communication.

The LTE packet scheduler allocate the shared radio resources by multiple User Equipment’s
(UEs). The allocation of radio resources process takes place on both the downlink and uplink
communications. The downlink communication is when eNodeB transmit down to the UE, while
uplink communication is when UE transmit up to the eNodeB. Efficient distribution of radio
resource between active UEs will results in optimization of the LTE network and decrease the
cost bit transmitted over wireless interface. Packet scheduler efficiency depend on many factors
to archive high performance and be able to achieve high data rates per user using shared limited
radio resources.

One of these factors is that packet scheduler should know the type of traffic running over the
radio interface and its respective QoS requirements. For example, Voice over IP (VoIP) services
in LTE supported over packet switched, IP-based platform. VoIP packets have limited delay time
restriction more than other data services for human to human applications. Packet scheduler
must meet the VoIP services Qos requirement to ensure a good service quality.
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Another factor that Packet scheduler should be aware of is the channel quality condition for all
active users. Knowing the channel quality for every single user will allow the packet scheduler to
properly adapt the corresponding modulation for the transmission either for uplink and downlink.
LTE modulation adaptation based on user channel quality was allowed by using Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation technique. With OFDM UEs assigned
frequency subchannels, where the packet scheduler can exploit channels conditions in time and
frequency domains. With the OFDM technique packet scheduler can determine UEs good
channel conditions for transmission. For LTE uplink scheduler is more challenging than the
downlink scheduler due to UE power limitation and contiguity constraint of resource allocation.

1.2 Organization of Thesis:


Chapter 2: Provide background information on LTE standard related to the LTE network
and protocol architecture at the system access level. More details are provided on
physical layer frame structure as well as the rule of the MAC layer in RRM and QoS
support via packet scheduling procedure.



Chapter 3: Presents a background of M2M communication system and IoT applications
and time critical applications.



Chapter 4: we present a detailed realistic LTE UL performance analysis to assess the
feasibility of commercial 4G LTE cellular networks when used to support such a diverse
set of emerging IoT applications as well as typical H2H services.
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Chapter 2: LTE Overview

This chapter provides preliminary background information on various specifications and
standards of the LTE system. The chapter starts with presenting the LTE system performance
requirements. Then a detailed LTE network structure will be explained followed by a discussion
about LTE protocol layers architecture and the purpose of each layer. Then, a detailed
explanation of LTE physical layer will be presented. Also, the chapter will present LTE radio
resource management (RRM) concept with a focus on LTE uplink scheduling. Finally, the
chapter explains the QoS architecture in LTE and different parameters that associated with
different QoS classes.
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2.1 LTE System Requirements:
The 3GPP set the most basic requirements for LTE before they release the LTE standards. These
requirements are the following:


Should be fully packet switched network.



Reduced user plane latency.



Spectrum flexibility from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz.



Increase spectral efficiency 3 to 4 times more than Release 6 HSDPA.



Simpler protocol architecture.



Efficient power consumption for the cell phones.



Increase cell-edge bit-rate.

2.2 LTE performance targets:
The 3GPP inducted several initial studies on the evolution of the 3G network system and set the
following minimum requirements for LTE network system.

2.2.1 High peak data rate:
This consider to be the most important requirement. The peak data rated depend on bandwidth
and MIMO system used by the transmitter and receiver. The LTE target peak data rate for the
downlink was set for 100Mbps and 50Mbps for the peak data rate of the uplink for the 20MHZ
bandwidth with one transmitter antenna and two receiver antennas. That’s corresponding to 5
and 2.5 bps/HZ spectral efficacies for downlink and uplink channels, respectively. This target
data rates are ten times higher that the previous Release 6 (HSPA).
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2.2.2 Reduce User and Control Plane Latency:
The User-Plane (U-Plane) latency is the average time taken between transmitting a data packet
from the UE data buffer and receiving and Acknowledgment (ACK) signal indicating the success
of the transmission. Reducing of U-Plane latency, can result in user satisfaction and less power
consumption of the UE battery. The U-Plane is controlled by Qos parameters, which will be
discusses at the end of this chapter.
The control plane (C-plane) latency defined as the average time taken by UE to transit from
wither idle or dormant states to a state where its ready for upcoming radio transmission. The
dormant state is the delay time between a successful transmission session and either the UE send
another transmission or goes to the idle state. The LTE targets a maximum of 100ms for UE
transition time from idle state to active state, and 50ms for UE transition time from dormant state
to active state.

2.2.3 Flexible Bandwidth:
This requirement allows LTE network to support multiple bandwidth sizes as: 1.4Mhz, 5Mhz,
10Mhz, 15Mhz, 15Mhz or 20Mhz. This requirement becomes possible with the use of OFDM
modulation that will be explain later in this chapter. Due to fragmentation of spectrum allocation,
network operators could not guarantee a contiguous 20MHZ bandwidth, with bandwidth
flexibility they will be able to operate at lower various bandwidth sizes.
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2.2.4 Support for Heterogeneous Network:
This requirement allows LTE network to be backward compatibility with previous 3GPP
technologies, as GSM and HSPA. This requirement allows geographical locations that were
operated by pre-LTE technologies to be seamless convert to LTE technology. Also, LTE is
expected to be deployed in areas that are using non-3GPP wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi
and WiMAX. The support of heterogeneous network with both 3GPP and non-3GPP
technologies allows UE mobility support across different wireless networks and leads to cost
efficient and easier LTE deployment.

2.2.5 Enhanced QoS Support:
As mentioned before that LTE should be fully IP-based platform which will support multiple
applications and services. The applications and services supported by the LTE will have a
different of QoS requirements, such as packet delay budget and packet loss rate. The LTE system
should be able to provide enhanced QoS support for multiple applications and scenarios of mixed
traffic.

2.2.3 Mobility
The LTE system should support communication for UEs moving at speeds of up to 350 km/h
based on to the speed of future trains. Based on this high speed, LTE network increased its
complexity to be able to handover between cells without interruption.
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2.3 LTE Access Network structure
As shown below in figure 2 the LTE network architecture is consisting of two components the
radio access network and the core network. The radio access network called Evolved Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN), and the core network, which is fully Packet
Switched is called System Architecture Evolution (SAE).

Figure 2 Evolved Packet System (EPS) network architecture.

E-UTRAN compared to its ancestors such as UMTS, HSDPA and HSUPA has higher data rates
and lower latencies. E-UTRAN consists of two components the access point eNodeB and the
User Equipment (UE). The eNodeB also called Base Station which can supply one or more cells.
The eNodeB has the same functionalities of both NodeB and RNC nodes in HSPA network. It
the terminal point of all radio communications form the UE and relays data flow between the
radio channels and the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) network. eNodeBs are connected to each
other by X2 interface. The X2 interface allows Inter-cell transformation transfer between base
stations. The eNodeB connect to the core network with S1 interface.
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The SAE architecture main component is the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) that includes:


Serving Gateway (S-GW): Responsible for handovers with the surrounding base stations



Mobility Management Entity (MME): Responsible for tracking UE idle mode and paging
procedures.



Packet Data Network Gateway (PDN-GW): Responsible for IP address allocation for the
UE, and QoS enforcement for Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) bearers.

Both E-UTRAN and EPC constitute the Evolved Packet System (EPS).

2.4 Radio Protocol Stack:
Figure 3 shows the radio protocol layers. Radio protocol layers in LTE is divided into three
layers:
1. The physical layer [Layer 1]
2. The data link layer [layer 2].
-

Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP)

-

Radio Link Control (RLC)

-

Medium Access Protocol (MAC)

3. The network layer [layer 3].
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Figure 3 LTE Radio protocol stack

2.4.1 Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) Layer
The PDCP layer responsible for header compression/decompression of IP packets that are
received from/transmitted to IP layer above, respectively. The header compression is very
important parameter in reducing the overhead of data communication over the wireless interface,
which increases the system's spectral efficiency. PDCP also ensures the data packet delivery
either down to RLC layer or up to the IP layer. The PDCP can detects missing packets and
initiate retransmissions, or duplicate packets that are to be ignored. It also performs packet
encryption for the security of data packets over the radio interface.
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2.4.2 Radio Link Control (RLC)
The transfer of data packets between the PDCP layer and the MAC layer happen through the
RLC layer. The RLC functionality is like the PDCP layer such as ensuring data packet delivery
either up to PDCP layer or down to MAC layer, detecting missing packets, and duplicate
packets. Also, the RLC have a very important function which is error correction of data packets
received from MAC layer using a window-based Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ).

Also, RLC responsible for data unit segmentation and re-assembly received or going to MAC
layer using built in transmit receive data buffers for several traffic flows in the RLC layer. These
traffic data buffers called Radio Bearers (RBs). RB group a traffic flow occurs between UE and
the eNodeB over wireless interface based on its QoS attributes. The separation of RB buffers
ensures that RLC tailors its services to RBs based on their QoS needs.

2.4.3 Medium Access Protocol (MAC):
The main function of the MAC sublayer is to map between logical channels and physical
transport channels. The logical channels used to accommodate different types of data traffic flow
between the MAC and RLC sublayers. Logical channels classified into data traffic channels and
control channels. A certain RB form the RLC sublayer is provided to a logical channel service to
ensure proper RB prioritization based on their QoS requirements. MAC sublayer is responsible
for priority handling operation to map user data and control traffic flows from different RBs to
their appropriate physical channels on physical layer using PHY's transport channels interface.
Packet scheduling process is the priority handling performed on RBs from different UEs, also
priority handling can be performed between RBs within the same UE.
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Additional responsibilities of MAC sublayer include detecting data transmission errors and to
able to correct the errors by allocating time and frequency resources for data retransmissions.
MAC sublayer handle data retransmissions through a process called as Hybrid ARQ (HARQ),
that combine forward error-detection and correction via decoding process.

2.5 LTE Physical Layer:

The Wideband Code Multiple Access (WCDMA) was used within 5MHZ spectrum as the
transmission method of HSPA system’s physical wireless channel. The LTE system did not
adapt the WCDNA transmission method for LTE physical wireless channel, since the WCDMA
was not able to support more than 5MHZ bandwidth using single carrier radio interface. One of
the LTE targets is flexible spectrum allocation to be able to use bandwidth up to 20MHZ. The
3GPP Knew that any single-carrier transmission choice as WCDMA will be poor option and will
not be able to fulfill the LTE system requirements.

The other option was to use multi-carrier transmission which provide high data rates and
efficient (Signal-Interference Noise Ratio) SINR. OFDM modulation scheme support high data
rate due to its multicarrier nature, which make it suitable for LTE system. The 3GPP standard
choose Orthogonal Frequency Multiple Access (OFDMA) for the downlink radio transmission
and choose Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) for the uplink radio
transmission.
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In this section, LTE physical layer features and specifications are briefly presented and
discussed. I will start by explaining the advantage of OFDMA in the downlink channel and the
advantage of SC-FDMA in the uplink. Later I will present the SC-OFDMA radio frame structure
and frequency domain structure.

2.5.1 LTE Downlink (OFDMA):

The Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) combine between modulation process
and multiplexing process. The modulation process is the process of mapping the transmitted
information on changes in the carrier phase, frequency or amplitude. While the multiplexing
process is the method of sharing bandwidth between multiple users using independent data
channels. In radio transmission, the transmission takes place in a multipath channel. If a single
carrier modulation used over multipath channel that might cause Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI)
at the receiver side. The ISI happens when channel delay spread is longer than the symbol
duration. Due to the ISI, the receiver will require an equalizer to reduce the ISI effect in the
demodulation process.

The OFDM was able to overcome ISI problem by breaking the radio spectrum into multiple
orthogonal, narrowband subcarriers in parallel .The data transmission happens over multiple
streams of low data rates narrowband subcarriers with larger duration of OFDM symbols that
carry transmitted data traffic. With larger symbol duration, the ISI effect will be reduced and
neutralized. Using OFDM modulation for the radio interface also simplifies the hardware
implementation of the receiver equalizer since OFDM allows frequency domain equalization
process at the receiver side.
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The OFDM use guard bands between successive OFDM symbols in a process named Cyclic
Prefix (CP) to enhance the large symbol duration. The CP process simply repeat a portion of the
preceding symbol. The modulated data traffic subcarriers are multiplexed using an Inverse
Fourier Transform (IFFT). Another type of subcarriers called pilot carriers used to synchronize
between the transmitter and the receiver, which get modulated with a constant pattern known to
both the transmitter and the receiver.

OFDM use time division multiple access (TDMA) to serve multiple users. Only one user can
transmit data traffic on the entire bandwidth at a given time. OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access) system allow users to be allocated by both time and frequency
domain. That the reason OFDM ensures that good radio channels are assigned to user’s sub
carriers because the OFDMA allows several users to send data on the different subcarriers per
OFDM symbol at the same time. The 3GPP adopted OFDMA multiple access scheme in LTE
due to the following advantages:



High spectral efficiency also known as bandwidth efficiency and its unit (b/s/Hz). On
other words OFDMA allowing more data traffic to be transmitted in presence of noise
channel for a fixed time slot.



Flexible utilization of frequency spectrum.



Low-complexity receivers, since OFDM allows frequency domain equalization at the
receiver side.



The narrow bandwidth allows less channel distortion.
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2.5.2 LTE Uplink (SC-FDMA):
Despite OFDMA many advantages, OFDMA has some disadvantage such as high sensitivity
to frequency offset and high peak-to-average-power-ratio (PAPR) problem because of in-phase
addition of subcarriers. OFDMA have large variation of power transmission levels, with high
peak power of transmission compared to the transmission power average. When transmitting
data from a user cell phone which has limited power storage to the base station on the uplink
channels high PAPR would cause power inefficiency.

The 3GPP selected Single Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) as LTE uplink transmission scheme. The
SC-FDMA multiple access scheme is like the OFDMA with the advantage of lower PAPR. SCFDMA scheme has 3 to 6 dB less PAPR than OFDMA. SC-FDMA enhances the power
consumption efficiency of the user’s cell phone batteries, and hence prolonging their lifetimes.

SC-FDMA, also called DFT-Spread-OFDMA (DFT-S-OFDMA) because SC-DMA uses
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)-spread block before modulating the data symbols using
OFDM modulation. Figure 4 demonstrate the structure of Physical layer in LTE system in both
uplink and downlink channels. As mentioned the only different between SC-FDMA and
OFDMA is the addition of a DFT and an IDFT block in the transmitter and receiver,
respectively.
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2.5.3 LTE Radio Frame structure:
The 3GPP Release 9 for LTE standards support two types of frame structures. The first frame
structure type can be used for Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD) [Type 1] network and the
second type can be used in Time Division Duplexing (TDD) [Type 2].
In type 1 frame structure downlink and uplink radio channels have different frequency bands.
Type 1 frame structure is shown below in Figure 4. The radio frame duration is 10ms and
consists of 10 sub-frames 1ms each. Sub-frames are considered to be the fundamental time unit
for LTE system. Each sub-frame is divided to two time slots, each slot is 0.5ms. Time slot can
carry 7 symbols, If OFDMA uses Cyclic Prefix (CP). While Time slot can carry 6 symbols, If
OFDMA uses Extended Cyclic Prefix (ECP).
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Figure 4 Type 1 Frame structure.
For type 2 Frame type uses the same in uplink and downlink and shares frames in time domain.
Figure 5 illustrate the structure of TDD frame type. Type 2 frame structure is similar to FDD
frame structure with the existence of one or two special sub-frames that facilitate switching
between uplink and downlink transmissions. These special sub-frames have three special fields
as following:


Downlink pilot timeslot (DwPTS)



Guard period (GP)



Uplink pilot timeslot (UpPTS).
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Figure 5 Type 2 Frame structure.
The following Table, Table 1 shows different downlink-uplink frame configurations in LTE. The
D is Downlink transmission while the U is Uplink transmission and the S refers to special subframe for the switching purpose. Note the sub-frame 0 and sub-frame 5 in all configurations are
for downlink. Sub-frames immediately following the special sub-frame (i.e., sub-frame 2 in all
configurations and sub-frame 7 in 5ms periodicity) are always reserved for the UL transmission.

Table 1 Uplink and Downlink sub-frame configurations for LTE TDD frame structure
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2.5.4 Frequency Domain structure:
In LTE downlink and uplink radio interface has of many orthogonal subcarriers to UE traffic
data, reference signals (pilots), and control information. The frequency spacing between
subcarriers is 15 KHz. In LTE the Resource Element (RE) consider to be the smallest modulation
structure, it is one 15 kHz subcarrier by one symbol. Resource Elements grouped in Resource
Blocks (RBs) which have dimensions of subcarriers by symbols. Each Resource Block consists
of 12 consecutive subcarriers in the frequency domain and 6 or 7 symbols in the time domain.
The number of symbols either 6 or 7 depend on the Cyclic Prefix (CP) in use. 7 symbols if a
normal CP is used and 6 symbols if an extended CP is used. The LTE network can be operated
under many bandwidths. The following Table 2 shows LTE deployment bandwidths.

Table 2 LTE deployment bandwidths with corresponding number of sub-carriers & PRBs

2.6 LTE Radio Resource Management
The RRM plays an important role to maximize radio resource efficiency. RRM responsible for
accept/ reject connection requests based on network policies and is responsible also for ensuring
the efficient use of available radio resources .The RRM Algorithm can be classified into two
categories. The first category called semi-dynamic category, which executed during the setup of
new data traffic flow. The second category is called fast dynamic category which is executed at
each sub-frame (1 ms). QoS management, admission control, and semi-persistent scheduling, all
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are a part of semi-dynamic category which located at the 3rd layer. Hybrid Adaptive Repeat and
Request (HARQ) management, dynamic packet scheduling, and link adaptation are part of the
fast dynamic category and located in 2nd layer. Also, the fast dynamic category contain, the
Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) manager, and power control in the physical layer.

2.6.1 Radio Admission Control (RAC)

When UEs requests an admission for a new connections, the Radio Admission Control (RAC) is
responsible for examining these requests and either accepts or rejects them based on the network
capability to accommodate the minimum QoS requirements of pre-existing and new RB
connections as well. When the network is congested, RAC can also accept new connections
requests, where Radio Bearer Control (RBC) examines the priorities of currently active sessions.
The RBC may drop a connection if it has been active for a long period of time in order to admit a
new connection with a higher priority.

2.6.2 Packet Scheduling algorithm

Packet scheduler is responsible for allocating PRB resources to UEs with active, ongoing
sessions on a periodic basis. In LTE every sub-frame (1ms) period packet scheduling occur and
known as Transmission Time Interval (TTI). Packet scheduling selects a number of UEs to be
scheduled on the next scheduling period. The packet scheduler start allocating PRB to and assign
them to the desired UEs on either the uplink or the downlink. The allocation decision aims to
maximize the satisfaction level system requirements.
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The system satisfaction measured by a desirable performance metric, such as per UE's data rate,
fairness in resource allocation among UEs, average packet delay experienced by UEs, and so on.
Based on the performance metric chosen to be optimized, the scheduler will do the PRB
allocation between UEs.

2.6.3 Link Adaptation and signaling in Uplink:

The 3GPP didn’t specify in the LTE standards how the scheduler should be implemented. The
standards only specifies the signaling control messages between the UE and the eNodeB. In this
section we will focus in the signaling procedure for the uplink scheduling mechanism.

The uplink packet scheduling mechanism starts when the UE's send to the eNodeB a scheduling
request (SR) for uplink resources to transmit its data. The SR have two mechanisms defined in
the LTE standard:

1. Random Access-based SR (RA-SR): When the UE has no dedicated resources to send
control signal, the UE uses the random access (RA) procedure. The UE sends a one-bit
SR to the eNodeB. When the access procedure is successful finish, the eNodeB sends a
scheduling grant to the UE on the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH)
informing the UE which PRBs should use to transmit on the uplink channel.

2. Dedicated SR (D-SR): When the UE already has dedicated resourced on the Physical
Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH), the UE uses D-SR mechanism. The UE sends one-bit
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SR on the PUCCH to request resources for its uplink data. The eNodeB then responds by
sending a scheduling grant to the UE over PDCCH.

The LTE standards use other control signals in the reporting mechanisms to support the packet
scheduler with important information like the cellular environment that can increase the
scheduling operation in the uplink.

2.6.3.1 Channel State Information

The Channel State Information (CSI) is used to report the SINR measurement which based on
the channel condition of the on the uplink direction. The CSI reporting use channel sounding
techniques. The UE sends a Sounding Reference Signal (SRS) of known magnitude that spans
either part of or the entire transmission bandwidth. The uplink packet scheduler uses SRS reports
to determine the channel condition at each schedulable PRB, per UE. Several UEs can send their
SRS signaling over the same bandwidth without interfering.

2.6.3.2 Buffer Status Reporting

Buffer Status Reporting (BSR) refers to the 3GPP standardized reporting mechanism a UE uses
to communicate its buffer information to the eNodeB. BSR mechanism is important to the uplink
scheduler's QoS provisioning where the scheduler receive a status report about the size of data
waiting to be transmitted at the UE's uplink buffer. BSR starts in 3 scenarios as defined in the
LTE standards:
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1. When an Uplink data packets that belongs to a RB from a Logical Channel Group (LCG)
is available for transmission. LCG is a group of RBs that have similar QoS
characteristics. Long BSR is used by the UE if it has multiple active RBs that belong to
different LCGs. The Long BSR is a buffer status of all LCGs that active and ready for
transmission. If only single LCG the UE submit a short BSR. For Long BSR see figure 6
and for short BSR see figure 7.

Figure 6 Long BSR

Figure 7 Short BSR
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2. If UE is granted PRB resources for uplink transmission, and the size of padding bits is
equal to or larger than the size of the BSR control element if inserted as part of the MAC
packet.
3. Periodic BSR, where the period duration is set within the Radio Resource Control (RRC)
layer at the eNodeB. For Uplink Scheduling mechanism see figure 8.

Figure 8 Uplink Scheduling Mechanism

2.7 QoS Architecture
LTE use a logical pipes called bearer services to organize different types of traffic flows. With
grouping different data types in bearers, each bearer has QoS attributes associated with it, depend
on type of traffic flows in it. There are 4 Qos Classes associated to four traffic bearers:


Conversational class.



Streaming class.



Interactive class.



Background class.
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Conversational Class: is the most delay-sensitive class, and it serve traffic services as video
conferencing and voice telephony. The human perception for voice communication effects the
delay requirements of such traffic.

Streaming Class: Also call fall in real time traffic category as conversational Class, except it is
not as delay-sensitive as the Conversational class. It is less stringent on the delay requirement
because it assume only one human one of the ends of the communication, while Conversational
services require two humans on both sides of communication. An example of streaming services
is on-line video streaming.

Interactive Class: This class serve an internet services that based on one end client requesting
data from a remote server for example web-browsing. Interactive class services expect delivery
of request data within a time window range. The delay requirement still important but its not
strict as in previous classes. Interactive class emphasis more on error-free delivery of data
packets.

Background Class: Background traffic is the data running on the background and it is the least
delay restrictions class. It tolerate larger delay in packet delivery to ensure the lowest error-rate
possible. Email sending and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) are examples of background services.
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2.7.1 QoS Classes for LTE
With Service Data Flow (SDF) each traffic flow associated with certain behaviors and QoS
characteristics. As LTE is fully

packet-switched network it support different requirements of

diverse SDFs to enhance the experienced QoS of as many end users as possible. QoS support in
LTE is provided through EPS bearer, which is defined as the level of granularity for QoS control
in the EPC/E-UTRAN at bearer level. An EPS bearer may contain one or more SDFs, where they
share the same forwarding policy set EPC network. An EPS bearer is established when
connecting a UE to the Packet Data Network (PDN) within EPS. PDN then assigns the UE an IP
connection that stays on for the lifetime of the EPS bearer, as the default bearer.

Other EPS bearers can get established within the default bearer for dedicated SDF types, which
are thus termed as dedicated EPS bearers. An EPS bearer, whether default or dedicated, is
categorized into either a GBR, or a non-GBR bearer. A GBR bearer is the one that carries SDF
with Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) requirements, while a non-GBR bearer does not have any GBR
requirements. Each dedicated bearer is characterized by certain QoS parameters that are set and
controlled by Policy and Charging Control (PCC) architecture within the EPC network.

PCC architecture is responsible for policy and charging control mechanisms that are applied to
each SDF bearer created between the UE and PDN. PCC regulates the SDF filtering such that it
either charges or rejects data packets that do not match any of the SDF filters. The SDF filtering
is performed by setting the proper QoS parameters for each SDF, and is enforced by a PCC unit
termed as Policy and Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF).
\
EPS bearer is characterized by the following set of QoS attributes:
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Allocation Retention Priority (ARP): ARP is the allocation and retention priority
mechanism of bearer resources at connection setup and handover. ARP aids the network
in deciding which RBs are kept in situations such as congestion control. ARP's role is
mainly confined to bearer establishment and RAC mechanisms, as it has no impact on
post RAC tasks, such as packet scheduling.



Maximum Bit Rate (MBR). Used by the network to set a limit on the data rates for each
radio bearer, so that no radio bearer connection would not exhaust the network's
resources.



Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR). GBR refers to sustaining a minimum bit rate based on the
policy set by the network administrator.



QoS Class Identifier (QCI). QCI defines a set of characteristics that describe the packet
forwarding treatment that an SDF receives between the UE and the PCEF in the EPC.
The QCI parameters associated with each SDF are as follows:
-

Bearer Type.

-

Packet Delay Budget (PDB).

-

Packet Loss Rate.
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Table 3 QCI parameters
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Chapter 3: M2M & IoT
Communication
The future smart Grid distribution in Low Voltage (LV) and Medium Voltage (MV) will require
a good and reliable communication interface, to transfer information between measurement
(monitoring) nodes, control nodes, and the grid management level.

3.1 M2M Introduction:

Any M2M application require a different QoS requirements. The packet delay budget is one of
the most important requirements for control and monitoring applications. For example, Smart
meter reporting usage to a Meter Data Management System (MDMS) not consider delay
sensitive application and its data can released with a best effort service in the 4G LTE network.
However, applications as smart grid monitoring and control are delay sensitive and have small
time delay budget. Time sensitive applications require packet latencies less than 100ms or even
lower.
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3.2 LTE network and M2M communication:
Due to LTE ability to offer fast connection set and release time as low as 10ms in the uplink
channel and flexible radio resource allocation scheme in a time-frequency grid, LTE consider to
a suitable and attractive solution to M2M communication and connect devices in the cellular
domain. However, LTE originally designed to optimize and support applications such as voice,
video and browsing. Also, The LTE QoS support 9 QoS Class Identifiers (QCIs) which target
specific services with a specific priority and Packet Delay Budget (PDB), which does not offer a
continuous range of latencies in result not matching M2M requirements.

LTE and LTE Advanced already designed with delay sensitive scheduler for the uplink to serve
M2M and non-M2M applications, The scheduler either strictly priorities requests for uplink
service based upon the associated PDB without any calculation of the time remaining to the
latency deadline, or else they priorities based upon time remaining to a latency deadline
calculated assuming the packet age is zero when a request for uplink service is received. The
problem that LTE standard did not specify any mechanism for devices to inform the eNodeB
uplink scheduler about the age of uplink packets pending in their transmission buffers.

The LTE uplink access mechanism is such that packets are typically stays in the device
transmission buffer for some variable time before the device makes a request for uplink service.
For example, when a packet is generated in a device in the RRC_CONNECTED state with
empty transmission buffers, the device must wait for its pre-assigned offset within a period to
send a Scheduling Request (SR) for uplink service. This involves a random delay up to the SR
period. Subsequently, when the device is being serviced with a series of one or more uplink
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grants, the device reports the current volume and priority but not the age of pending data by
Buffer Status Report (BSR). However, the timing of those uplink grants is determined by the
eNodeB, and new packets may have arrived in the device transmission buffers at any time during
the waiting time for the next grant. The LTE uplink access mechanism involve packets staying in
device transmission buffers for a variable amount of time before the eNodeB becomes aware of
those packets, and there is no mechanism for the eNodeB to determine the true age of the packets
at the time it becomes aware of them.

3.3 Other M2M uplink scheduler work
In many researches involving LTE delay-aware Uplink scheduler they use algorithms for M2M
traffic over an LTE they use the head of line (HOL) packet waiting time in the scheduling utility
functions which is known for the downlink scheduler, the same is not known in case of uplink
hence deadline prediction for uplink packets in the same way would not correct. Other researches
discuss the importance of scheduling M2M devices based on each individual delay budget rather
than dividing the devices into a limited number of QoS classes.
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3.4 M2M Traffic:
Despite the domination of Human type communication in cellular network. Primarily cellular
networks are optimized for H2H communication. However M2M traffic features are completely
different from H2H traffic. The major differences between H2H and M2M are:

1. Dissimilarly to H2H, M2M traffic load in the uplink direction is greater than traffic in the
downlink direction.
2. M2M traffic is periodically generated during the day, while H2H traffic is mostly
concentrated during the day and night.
3. M2M traffic has periodic nature including metering devices, for instance, the Advanced
metering Infrastructure (AMI). However H2H traffic is more bursty for example internet
browsing (best effort traffic).
4. For several applications in M2M, M2M devices have lower mobility than H2H devices.
However, for e-health and e-transportation applications share the same level of mobility.
5. M2M traffic and H2H traffic have different Quality of Service Qos requirements. M2M
devices sends or receives small packets uniformly. While H2H devices have a different
traffic.

The following Table, Table 4 shows characteristics for M2M and H2H traffic where three
H2H traffic types:


Voice over IP (VOIP)



Video Streaming



Best Effort
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For M2M traffic include 4 types:


Demand Automation



Video Surveillance



Power Quality Data



Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI)
Traffic Type

Data Rate

Prob. Distribution

Voice

12.2 Kbps

Two state markov

Video

64 Kbps

Pareto distribution

BE

400 Kbps

Self-Similar Traffic

CAT 1

Demand Automation 100 Kbps

Poisson distribution

CAT 2

Video Surveillance

80 Kbps

Exponential distribution

CAT 3

Power Quality

50 Kbps

Poisson distribution

CAT 4

AMI

20 Kbps

Uniform distribution

Table 4 Traffic types and data rates for H2H and M2M
M2M traffic types could be categorized according to the following criteria:
1. Delay sensitive, loss intolerant. This traffic type require stringent time and strict
reliability performance. This kind of traffic is an event driven traffic which follows a
Poisson distribution.
2. Delay sensitive, loss tolerant. This is a time driven traffic follows a uniform distribution.
This traffic tolerates a certain amount of packet losses but require a restricted packet
arrival time.
3. Delay insensitive, loss intolerant. This class can tolerate the delay for certain level, but
the power quality information must be accurate and reliable.
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4. Delay insensitive, loss tolerant. This class is not influenced by high delay and loss. For
instance, this represent a best effort as periodic AMI from home area networks (HAN)
which used at household to monitor the electrical appliances usage.
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Chapter 4: Simulation & Results
In this chapter we propose and devise a simple hybrid LTE UL scheduling algorithm that utilizes
a typical LTE’s dynamic scheduling for supporting H2H services as well as M2M applications
and Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SPS) for mission-critical IoT applications that always require
persistent radio resource allocation at regular interval (similar to supporting voice in LTE
networks). Specifically, we present a detailed LTE UL performance analysis that fully conforms
to 4G LTE signaling and QoS standards to credibly assess the feasibility of commercial 4G LTE
cellular networks when used to support such a diverse set of emerging smart grid applications as
well as typical H2H services. Also purpose a developed tool in MATLAB code that we developed
to be able to simulate the 4G LTE network.
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4.1 Overview of LTE Signaling Mechanisms and QoS Model
The QoS model is based on the logical concept of an “EPS bearer”. The term “bearer” refers to a
logical IP transmission path between the UE and the mobile core network with specific QoS
parameters (capacity, delay, packet loss error rate, etc.). Each bearer is assigned one and only
one QoS class identifier (QCI) by the network and is composed of a radio bearer and a mobility
tunnel. There are two types of bearers: guaranteed bit- rate (GBR) and non- guaranteed bitrate (non-GBR) bearers. A GBR bearer has a guaranteed bit-rate (GBR) and maximum bit-rate
(MBR) while more than one non-GBR bearer belonging to the same UE shares an Aggregate
Maximum Bit Rate (AMBR). The 3GPP specifications define nine standardized QCIs, each with
its corresponding standardized characteristics including bearer type (GBR versus non-GBR),
priority, packet delay, and packet-error –loss rate.

4.1.1 Signaling Mechnisms
To request resources from the base station (eNB), LTE standards define two MAC layer signaling
messages, Buffer Status Report (BSR) and Scheduling Request (SR). At the beginning of
scheduling process, UE/device sends SR (during its specific SR opportunity) on the Physical
Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) to inform the eNB that this UE/device has data to transmit.
Each UE/device periodically gets an opportunity to send SR, where each UE is assigned a specific
offset within an SR period such that it must wait for its specific offset sub-frame to transmit its
SR. The offset is already assigned by the eNB during the RRC connection setup .

LTE standard (Release 8) specifies five different SR periods of 5, 10, 20, 40, or 80 ms [20] and
shorter periods of 1 ms and 2 ms have been introduced in Release 9. In this work we assume SR
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period of 10 ms such that SR offsets are within the range 0-9 ms. Note that the SR does not
contain information about the UE/device buffer status (volume of data). Hence, the scheduler at
the eNB must blindly assign initial resources (uplink grant) without detailed knowledge of buffer
content. In this work we assume that the scheduler assigns a fixed size of bytes for each
UE/device for the initial UL grant, which is converted to 1, 2, 3 RBs in the frequency domain,
depending upon the UL channel conditions.
The BSR allows the UE/device to inform the eNB about the amount of buffered data as well as
their priority. Because a UE/device may have quite a few radio bearers (QCIs) in its buffer,
keeping the eNB informed of the status of such a large number of radio bearers (logical channels)
will require considerable signaling overhead. In order to reduce the signaling overhead, the LTE
standard have introduced the concept of a Logical Channel Group (LCG). This approach maps a
group of logical channels (with similar QoS requirements) to one of only four groups, each of
which has a different priority level. The mapping of radio bearers to an LCG is set up during RRC
configuration. An LCG is a group of logical channels identified by a unique 2-bit LCG ID. Thus,
the UE/device reports to the eNB the size of the buffer awaiting transmission per-LCG. The eNB
responds with per-LCG grant to UE/device.

RRC configures two BSR Timers: Periodic BSR-Timer and retransmit-BSR-Timer (RETX_
BSR_TIMER). The UE/ device generates three different types of BSRs: Regular BSR, Periodic
BSR, and Padding BSR. a) Regular BSR: a regular BSR is generated at sub-frame n provided that
the queue was empty in sub-frame n-1 and new packets arrive in sub-frame n, or when a new data
arrives in UL buffer provided that this new data has higher priority than the one already waiting in
the buffer, or when the UE/device sends a BSR but never receives a grant and the RETX_ BSR-
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TIMER expires, a new BSR is triggered. The Timer is started when a BSR is sent and stopped
when a grant is received. The time ranges from 320 ms up to 10.24 seconds. When a regular BSR
is generated, a SR is transmitted at the next available SR opportunity unless resources are granted
to the UE between the BSR generation and the opportunity to transmit SR.

b) Periodic BSR: a periodic BSR is generated every N sub-frames. Each UE/device keeps a
periodic BSR Timer. When the periodic BSR-Timer expires, a new BSR is triggered. The time,
which is configured by RRC, ranges from 5 ms up to 2.56 seconds; and c) Padding BSR: In a
given cycle, if the resources allocated by the eNB to the UE/device are more than the aggregate
data size in its transmit buffer, the unused space is referred to as “padding”. If this padding space
is large enough to accommodate a BSR then the UE can transmit a padding BSR. A BSR period
of 5 ms is assumed in this work.

Note that if either a Regular or Periodic BSR is triggered it will be sent at the next earliest subframe in which the UE receives an UL grant from eNB along with data provided that there is
enough room for both the data and the BSR. These BSRs have higher priority than the data. Two
formats are defined for the BSR based on its data structure: 1) a short BSR: is one-byte Mac
Control Element (CE) where the UE/device can report the amount of data in UL buffer only for
one specific LCG; and 2) a long BSR: is a 3 bytes MAC CE where the UE/device can report the
amount of data in UL buffer for all four LCGs as well as their priority.
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4.2 The System Model
A 20 MHz LTE Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) system is considered here. A single cell base
station with 5-km radius is simultaneously communicating with a large number of fixed smart
devices (experience a time invariant channel) as well as relatively smaller number of mobile UEs
that are randomly distributed around the cell coverage. In the simulation environment setting,
these devices are abstract devices and might represent any measurement or monitoring and
control functions for any IoT application including mission critical. Each UE/device within the
cell is assumed to have its own channel conditions, and the eNB is assumed to have perfect
knowledge about channel conditions.

As listed in Table I, M2M applications are modeled using four different smart grid applications.
APP1, APP2, and APP3, are mission-critical applications with stringent Packet Delay Budget
(PDB) and high reliability requirement. APP4 models an application with relaxed latency and
reliability requirements, e.g., smart meters (SMs). Mission-critical APP1 models PMUs, which
generate fixed length messages at regular intervals (constant bit rate). Note that the PDB value
specified in Table I are defined here as the time interval between the times the packet entered the
device transmit buffer to the time when the packet was transmitted to the eNB (i.e., it is not an
E2E latency).
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PMUs continuously generate fixed length message in the order of about 100 bytes (including IP
and UDP overhead) at regular interval of 10 ms, 16.6 ms, 20 ms and 100 ms. These intervals
depend on the frequency (sampling rate) at which the measurements are taking, which vary
according to the requirements of the control applications and the frequency of the power cycle.
Values of 100 Hz, 60 Hz, 50 Hz, and 10 Hz are currently used. This work assumes a 50 Hz for
both the power cycle and phasor sampling period. PMUs latency requirements reported in the
literature, which are expected to meet real-time control system requirements, ranges between 8 ms
and 100 ms.

Traffic
Application

Packet Size

Inter arrival
time(ms)

#
devices

Latency

Uplink Load

(ms)

(Mbps)

APP 1

100 Deterministic

20 Deterministic

600

20

24

App 2

A mean 100 Exponential

20 Exponential

600

40

24

App 3

A mean 100 Exponential

40 Exponential

600

60

12

App 4

125 B

(100 - 500)
Uniform

600

500

1.2 - 6

(Byte)

Deterministic

Table 5 M2M TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS

Mission critical APP2 and APP3 simulate Event-Driven applications in which devices send data
to the server only when an event occurs in the monitored environment and are provisioned
utilizing typical dynamic scheduling. As shown in Table 5, their packet sizes as well as interarrival times are distributed according to an exponential distribution with a mean of 100 bytes.
The lowest priority App4 simulates Time-Driven application (SMs), where SM devices send data
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to the server at regular time intervals. The transmission interval of each Time-Driven device was
uniformly distributed between 50 and 500 ms. All devices send their payloads (including the 28
bytes IP/UDP header) in an unsynchronized manner. Traffic parameters used to model typical
H2H services are shown in Table 6.

Traffic Application

Inter arrival time
distribution

# Users

Data Rate
(Kbps)

Uplink Load

Voice

Two states Markov

30

12.2

0.366

Video

Truncated Pareto

30

64

1.92

BE

Self-Similar

30

400

12

(Mbps)

Table 6 H2H TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS

Since single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) is used in the uplink, a
UE/device is granted a contiguous number of resource blocks (RBs). A RB is the minimum
resource allocation unit. It contains 12 adjacent subcarriers (180 kHz) in the frequency domain
and 1.0 ms (whole sub-frame) in the time domain. For the dynamic scheduling, the resource
allocation to the UEs/devices is computed by the eNB every sub-frame and signaled to the
UEs/devices via UL resource grants which include the contiguous set of RBs allocated to the
UE/device along with the MCS. The simulation parameters utilized here are summarized in table
7.
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Simulation Parameter
System Bandwidth
Number RBs
Number of Subcarriers
OFDM symbols
Cyclic prefix
Simulation Time

Value
20 MHz
100 RB
1200
14
Normal
1 Seconds

Number of M2M devices

2400

Number of H2H users
Number of MCS-Zones
Modulation Schemes
Coding Schemes
Channel Model
Pathloss Model
Carrier Frequency

30
6 zones
64- QAM, 16-QAM and QPSK
(3/4) and (2/3)
FGN Multipath Fading model
(
 = )݀ ܮ128.7 + 10 log(݀)
2 ݖܪܩ
3 ܪݎ݁ݏ݊݅ݐܿ݁݊݊ܥ2ݎ݁ݏݑ ܪ
1 ܿ ܯݎ݁ ݊݅ݐܿ݁݊݊2݁ܿ݅ݒ݁݀ ܯ

Flows per user/device

Table 7SIMULATION PARAMETERS

4.3 Proposed Hybrid UL Scheduling Algorithm
Since the focus is on commercially deployed 4G LTE systems, the proposed UL scheduling

algorithm must fully conform to 4G LTE signaling and QoS standards. Thus, other additionally
introduced enhancements beyond Release 8 standards are not considered in this work. The hybridscheduling algorithm utilizes a typical LTE’s dynamic scheduling for supporting H2H services as
well M2M

applications (App2, APP3, and APP4) and Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SPS) for

mission-critical IoT applications that always require persistent radio resource allocation at regular
interval (M2M APP1/PMUs).
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4.3.1 Semi-Persistent Scheduling
The UE/device is typically dynamically scheduled on a per sub-frame basis, with the control
information signaled on the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH). In this case, the
UE/device is addressed using the C-RNTI. On the other hand, the UE/device may also receive a
semi-persistent grant/allocation where the UE/device is addressed using the SPS-RNTI. In this
case, the scheduling control information is signaled once via the PDCCH. The UE/device is preconfigured by the eNB with an SPS-RNTI and a periodicity. Once pre-configured, and the
UE/device receives an allocation using the SPS-RNTI (instead of the typical C-RNTI), then this
one allocation would repeat according to the pre-configured periodicity. This same configuration
is used until modified or released. Thus, the UE/device is not required to request resources each
sub-frame, saving significant control plane overhead.

The scheduling is semi-persistent in the sense that the eNB can change the resource allocation
type or location if required, for instance, for link adaptation. If a dynamic grant is received in the
sub-frame marked for SPS data, the UE/device uses the radio resource indicated by dynamic
scheduling at that sub-frame and does not use the radio resource configured by SPS. The dynamic
grant takes precedence.
WE assume that each PMU device is configured with SPS-RNTI, a fixed number of RBs (1 or 2
or 3 or 4, depending on the fixed device location) that is/are equivalent to the fixed PMU packet
size (100 bytes), and periodicity of 20 sub-frames. Because there are 600 PMU devices, each
group of 30 devices are configured with a specific offset within the 20 sub-frames period such
that it must wait for its specific offset sub-frame to transmit its data. Note that RB allocations and
MCSs remain fixed (PMU devices are fixed) for the current SPS configuration. If any radio link
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condition changes, a new allocation (SPS configuration) will have to be sent on PDCCH. Any
HARQ re-transmission will be separately scheduled using normal dynamic scheduling.

4.3.2 Dynamic Scheduling
The typical approach of mapping M2M applications to a newly introduced set of QCIs (radio
bearers) necessitates introducing new LCGs, which requires modifications/ changes to the current
LTE signaling and QoS standards. Thus, we don’t pursue this approach. The eNB RRM module is
a critical component of the scheduling process since it performs the bearer control function that
configures parameters that are specific to the uplink bearers. The RRM bearer control function
manages the UE/device queue length via the PDCP discard timer, which is configured on the
basis of the PDB associated with each bearer (Application) so that packets delayed beyond
allowed PDB limits, while waiting to be scheduled, are dropped.

The dynamic scheduling algorithm works as follows:
1) Each M2M or H2H application (connection request) is mapped into one of the nine LTE
standardized QCIs (radio bearer); 2) The data and signaling bearers having common QoS
requirements are grouped by RRM into LCGs (up to four per UE/device); 3) The following
grouping are assumed: LCG 0 (data radio bearers (DRBs) with QCI 5 and QCI3 for time-critical
M2M APP2 and APP3, respectively), LCG 1 (DRB with QCI 1 for voice call), LCG 2 (GBR
DRB with QCI 4 for H2H video), and LCG 3 (non-GBR DRBs with QCI 6, and QCI 9 for best
effort traffic and M2M APP4, respectively). Note that within LCG 0, DRB of M2M APP2 has
higher priority than that of M2M APP3.
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4) A typical UL scheduler prioritizes UEs/devices connection requests based on the priority of the
QCI mapped to a given application connection. The problem with this approach is that the
UE/device reports to the eNB the size of the buffer awaiting transmission per LCG (group of
QCIs). The eNB responds with per-LCG grant to UE/device. This kind of grouping permits the
scheduling rules to be applied per LCG rather than per bearer/QCI. However, in the proposed
algorithm, because RRM configures the Priority, PDB, and Prioritized Bit Rate (PBR), per uplink
bearer, it is the UE/device, which uses these parameters to distribute the received uplink grant
from eNB among bearers within LCG.

5) The PBR is allocated in proportion to the GBR rates. The principals of token bucket algorithm
is used to calculate the number of tokens credited to a given bearer, where every bearer is credited
a number of tokens equivalent to PBR. Within an LCG, RRM allocates priority to the bearer as
per the QCI priority. The received grant is allocated to the bearer with highest priority (M2M
APP2) until all tokens are consumed, followed by another bearer in priority (M2M APP3) until
tokens of all bearers in a LCG 0 are served. Same steps are repeated again within LCG 1, LCG 2,
and finally within the lowest priority LCG 2, until either all resources are allocated or all bearers
are served.

The key shortcoming of this simple approach, which strictly conform to 4G LTE signaling and
QoS standards, is that the eNB RRM knows the radio bearers contained in the group and their
priorities but does not have status on an individual bearer. LTE standard does not support a
mechanism that enables the UEs/devices to inform the eNB UL scheduler about the waiting time
of uplink packets residing in their transmission buffers. Thus, for a given bearer (QCI), there are
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many M2M and H2H connection requests competing for transmission order and resources. There
is no way to sort out these connection requests because they have the same QCI. This problem is
more detrimental for the highest priority QCIs that support mission critical M2M applications.
This problem can be addressed if the UE/device transmits to eNB a second BSR that contains
HOL packet delay per bearer, as has been reported in [25], but once again the LTE signaling and
QoS standards have to be modified. The dynamic scheduling in this work addresses this problem
by multiplying each UE/device connection request that have the same priority (QCI) by the
following metric: (R ୧⁄H୧), where (R ୧) is the current data rate to be granted to (UE୧or device୧)

this cycle and (H୧) is the average assigned rate that is already granted to (UE୧or device୧) over the
past 100 cycles. Multiplying by this metric only enhances fairness among M2M devices and UEs
but does not address the critical timing problem.

4.4 Simulation Results

Two key performance metrics are used in the simulation: the packet loss ratio (PLR) and the average
communication link UL latency. PLR is a typical parameter used in communication networks to quantify
the communication link reliability measured on a particular protocol layer between the communication
source and destination. The PLR will be defined here for a given M2M application since every
application has its own distinct performance requirements. PLR is defined as follows:

= ܀ۺ۾

#܍܋ܚܝܗ܁܍ܐܜܡ܊܌܍ܜ܉ܚ܍ܖ܍ܛܜ܍ܓ܋܉ܘܗ− #۾ <܂ܐܜܑ ܟܛܜ܍ܓ܋܉ܘ܌܍ܞܑ܍܋܍ܚܗ۲۰
#܍܋ܚܝܗ܁܍ܐܜܡ܊܌܍ܜ܉ܚ܍ܖ܍ܛܜ܍ܓ܋܉ܘܗ
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The UL latency is defined here as the time interval between the times the packet entered the device
transmission buffer to the time when the packet was transmitted to the eNB (i.e., it is not an E2E latency;
just from the device to the eNB and doesn’t include processing latency). The simulation results will be
compared with a typical reference model, e.g., proportional fairness (PF)

Figure 9 shows the average UL latency (300 devices per M2M application for a total of 1200 M2M
devices) of the hybrid (dynamic QCI-based scheduling and SPS algorithms) model versus PF model. As
expected, the UL latencies for both dynamic and SPS are less than those of the PF for all M2M
applications. It can also be seen from Fig. 9 that the UL latency for 300 PMUs (APP1) is almost half of
its 20 ms PDB. However, the UL latency for each of the other 2 mission critical applications (APP2 and
APP3) is almost within the PDB range of 40 ms and 60 ms, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the average UL latency for 300 devices (same as Fig. 9 but on a different scale) and 600
devices per M2M application for a total of 1200 and 2400 M2M devices, respectively. As the number of
devices increase up to 600 per application, none of the mission critical smart grid applications can meet
its own PDB requirement. The UL latency for 600 PMUs (APP1) is almost twice of that of the allowed 20
ms PDB.
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SPS

Figure 9 SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Figure 10 Average UL latency For each of the four M2M applications
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Figure 11 shows the average UL latency versus the total number of M2M devices for all the four
applications. As can be seen from the Figure, the UL latency of the PMUs (APP1) is within the 20 ms
PDB as long as the total number of devices doesn’t exceed 1400 (350 PMU devices). The UL latency for
each of the other two time critical applications (APP2 and APP3) can meet the required 40 ms and 60 ms
PDBs but for a lower number of 1200 devices. As the number of total devices increase above 1500, the
UL latencies for all applications increase rapidly and their performances are no longer satisfactory.

Figure 11 Average UL latency vs. number of M2M devices
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Figure 12 shows the PLR versus the total number of M2M devices for all the four applications.
As can be seen from the Figure, the PLR of the PMUs can be as low as 10-6 but only if the total
of devices does not exceed 800 devices (200 PMU devices). This is a critical result as it clearly
demonstrates that mission critical APP1 (PMUs) may satisfy just a single performance metric
(meets PDB latency requirement) for 350 PMU devices (see Figure 11). To simultaneously
support both high-reliability (10-6 PLR) and low latency, the number of supported devices drops
to 200 PMUs. Same trend is applicable to both APP2 and APP3.

Figure 12 PLR vs. number of M2M devices
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Figure 13 shows the average UL latency versus the total number of H2H users for the three H2H
applications. It can be seen from the Figure that Voice and video applications can each barely meet its
corresponding PDB for a total number of 30 H2H users and only 1200 M2M devices. Figure 6 shows the
average UL latency versus the PMU packet size for 300 and 600 PMU devices. As can be seen from the
Figure , for a total of 300 PMU devices, PMUs can’t meet its 20 ms PDB as the packet size exceeds 140
bytes. As the number of PMU devices increase up to 600, the maximum packet size that cam meet the 20
ms PDB is about 60 bytes.

Figure 13 Average UL latency vs. number of H2H users for 1200
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Figure 14 Average UL latency vs. PMU packet size

Figure 15 shows the average number of RBs allocated per cycle for each of the 7 M2M and H2H
applications. As expected, PMU application consumes the largest number of RBs. To assess the impact of
the aggregate volume of M2M smart-grid traffic on the performance of the H2H services, Figure 8 shows
the average UL latency for H2H Voice and Video applications for the 30 UEs versus the total number of
M2M devices. As can be seen for the Figure, both applications cannot meet their corresponding PDBs if
the total numbers of M2M devices exceed 1200, in total agreement with the results of Figure 5.
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Figure 15 Average number of allocated RBs per cycle for all M2M and H2H applications

Figure 16 Average UL latency for Voice and Video versus number of M2M devices
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4.5 Matlab developed tool for mission critical applications:
4.5.1 The set up file

In the simulation we set the environment parameters to the main.h file, which is the main script file that
calls other methods. The beginning of this file holds the global variable of the simulation as:
1. Number of users in the network
2. The frequency bandwidth used by the network in HZ
3. Simulation Time in ms
4. Array that hold 4 Classes of services delay time all in ms
5. Array that hold 4 Classes of services packet sizes in bytes.
6. Array that hold 4 Classes of services delay average arrival rates in Kbs
7. The radius of the cellular network coverage.
% Global variable defentions
clc; clear;
UE =300;

% number of users

Freq = 20;

% 20 MHZ

Cell_Radius=5;

% in Km

sz = 50;

% plotting circle size

init_Grant = 5;

% 5 RB initial grand

Sim_Time = 1000;

% 1 sec simulation time

class_delay = [10,20,40,60];

% classes packet delay budget

class_packets=[125,125,125,125];

% classes packet size in bytes

class_rate=[100000,100000,100000,100000];

% classes average rate in bytes/ses

% initialization of variables
bsr_value = 'BSR1';
Node_array=zeros(UE,4);
sr_period =5;
sr_sch = UE/sr_period;
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start_SR = 1;
start_ue = 1;
End_SR = UE/sr_period;
UE_array = zeros(UE,3);
user =1; cy =1;

4.5.2 Geographical Simulation
We developed a function “geo_plot()” to show us the distribution of UEs within the eNodeB
coverage radius. This function takes two arguments the cellular coverage radius and the number
of users. The function also return a matrix with the dimension:
M(Total users number, 3)
Where the 3 columns information are:
1. User number
2. User distance from the base station
3. User angle from the base station
The function:
function [users_array]=geo_plot(cell_radius,users)
users_array = zeros(users,3);
rng(0,'twister');
a= 0.1;
b = cell_radius;
users_array(:,2)= (b-a).*rand(users,1) + a;
users_array(:,3) = degtorad(randi([0 360],users,1));
for i=1:users
users_array(i,1) =i;
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geographical location Matrix

end
end

For example let’s try to call the function with the arguments 20 km coverage radius and 20 users
and store the results in two dimension matrix called UE_array

Figure 17 Geographical plot simulation .
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The UE array now will look like:

Figure 18 Users array produced from geo_plot function

Where the first column have the user number, the second is the user distance to the base station
in Km, and the third store the user angle from base station in radian. For example UE 1 is located
8.1658 km away from the eNodeB and have an angle 4.1190 radian (236 degree).
4. 5.3 Radio Channel simulation
After we get the users distance from the base station we developed a function “hata.h” to
calculate the Path Loss (PL) of each user. This function is based on Hata model & Okumura's
measurements.

For small or medium-sized city,
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For large cities,

Where:

LU = Path loss in urban areas. Unit: decibel (dB)
hB = Height of base station antenna. Unit: meter (m)
hM = Height of mobile station antenna. Unit: meter (m)
f = Frequency of transmission. Unit: Megahertz (MHz)
CH = Antenna height correction factor
d = Distance between the base and mobile stations. Unit: kilometer (km).

function LP = hata(fc,hm,d)
hb = 30

% 30m

ahm = 3.2*(log10(11.75*hm)).^2 - 4.97;
LP = 69.55 + 26.16*log10(fc) + (44.9 - 6.55*log10(hb))*log10(d)-13.82*log10(hb)- ahm;
end

The Hata model function is called from another function called “Channel_mod.h” which get the
PL value and calculate the SNIR and produce the Modulation and coding Scheme MCS for each
user based on the LTE standard which shown in Table 8.
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Table 8 CQI & SNR Table

The channel_mod function produce a Matrix that will add to the geo_location matrix the
following information:
1. CQI index of each user
2. Modulation
3. Coding rate associated with each user
4. SINR for each user in dB
5. The spectral efficiency of each user.
function [out_user_array] = channel_mod(users_array,cell_radius,users)
zone = cell_radius/15;
for i=1:users
if users_array(i,2)>0&&users_array(i,2)<zone
users_array(i,4)=15;
users_array(i,5)=64;
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users_array(i,6)=0.95258;
users_array(i,7)=5.547;
a= 22.7; b = 24;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>zone&&users_array(i,2)<2*zone
users_array(i,4)=14;
users_array(i,5)=64;
users_array(i,6)=0.8525;
users_array(i,7)=5.1152;
a= 21.0; b = 22.6;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>2*zone&&users_array(i,2)<3*zone
users_array(i,4)=13;
users_array(i,5)=64;
users_array(i,6)=0.7539;
users_array(i,7)=4.5234;
a= 18.7; b = 20.9;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>3*zone&&users_array(i,2)<4*zone
users_array(i,4)=12;
users_array(i,5)=64;
users_array(i,6)=0.6504;
users_array(i,7)=3.9023;
a= 16.3; b = 18.6;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>4*zone&&users_array(i,2)<5*zone
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users_array(i,4)=11;
users_array(i,5)=64;
users_array(i,6)=0.5537;
users_array(i,7)=3.3223;
a= 14.1; b = 16.2;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>5*zone&&users_array(i,2)<6*zone
users_array(i,4)=10;
users_array(i,5)=64;
users_array(i,6)=0.4551;
users_array(i,7)=2.7305;
a= 11.7; b = 14;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>6*zone&&users_array(i,2)<7*zone
users_array(i,4)=9;
users_array(i,5)=16;
users_array(i,6)=0.6016;
users_array(i,7)=2.4063;
a= 10.3; b = 11.6;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>7*zone&&users_array(i,2)<8*zone
users_array(i,4)=8;
users_array(i,5)=16;
users_array(i,6)=0.4785;
users_array(i,7)=1.9141;
a= 8.1; b = 10.2;
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users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>8*zone&&users_array(i,2)<9*zone
users_array(i,4)=7;
users_array(i,5)=16;
users_array(i,6)=0.3691;
users_array(i,7)=1.4766;
a= 5.9; b = 8;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>9*zone&&users_array(i,2)<10*zone
users_array(i,4)=6;
users_array(i,5)=2;
users_array(i,6)=0.5879;
users_array(i,7)=1.1758;
a= 4.3; b = 5.8;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>10*zone&&users_array(i,2)<11*zone
users_array(i,4)=5;
users_array(i,5)=2;
users_array(i,6)=0.4385;
users_array(i,7)=0.8770;
a= 2.4; b = 4.2;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>11*zone&&users_array(i,2)<12*zone
users_array(i,4)=4;
users_array(i,5)=2;
users_array(i,6)=0.3008;
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users_array(i,7)=0.6016;
a= 0.2; b = 2.3;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>12*zone&&users_array(i,2)<13*zone
users_array(i,4)=3;
users_array(i,5)=2;
users_array(i,6)=0.1885;
users_array(i,7)=0.3770;
a= -2.3; b = 0.1;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>13*zone&&users_array(i,2)<14*zone
users_array(i,4)=2;
users_array(i,5)=2;
users_array(i,6)=0.1172;
users_array(i,7)=0.2344;
a= -4.7; b = -2.4;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>14*zone&&users_array(i,2)<15*zone
users_array(i,4)=1;
users_array(i,5)=2;
users_array(i,6)=0.0762;
users_array(i,7)=0.1523;
a= -6.7; b = -4.8;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
end
end
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out_user_array = users_array;
end

The UE_array now will look as:

Figure 19 UE array after simulating the channel SNIR

For example, the first user UE 1 because its 8.16 km away from the base station it have CQI
index equal 3 which in column number 4 its modulation scheme is QPSK 2 bits per symbol (5th
column), its coding rate is 0.1885 bits per symbol (6th column), spectral efficiency 0.3770 (bps/
HZ) (7th column) and finally the SNIR in dB at Colum 8. User number 6 have the best CQI index
14 because it is close to the base station only 1.065 km.
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Conclusion
This work has proposed and devised a simple hybrid LTE UL scheduling algorithm that utilizes
a typical LTE’s dynamic scheduling for supporting H2H services as well as M2M applications
and Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SPS) for mission-critical IoT applications that always require
persistent radio resource allocation at regular interval. The simulation results indicate that
current commercial 4G LTE systems have the potential to adequately support some of the
emerging mission-critical smart grid applications including PMUs, with latency requirement as
low as 20 ms. The number of supported devices that can adequately meet such latency (PDB)
requirements is about 300 devices per each of the four supported M2M applications along with
few tens of H2H users.
To simultaneously meet high reliability (PLR = 10-6) and low latency, the total number of
supported PMU devices drops to almost one-half. If achieving a PLR < 10-6 is taken as a measure
of ultra-high reliability, commercial 4G LTE systems can’t simultaneously meet ultra-high
reliability and low latency.

Since the 20 ms PDB assumed in this work takes into account only the communication link delay
within the Radio Access Network (RAN), i. e., device-to-eNB, a more realistic E2E PDB that
takes into account application level processing latency as well as latency within the mobile core,
would be in the range of about 50-100 ms. Thus, a more realistic estimate is to claim that current
commercial 4G LTE systems have the potential to adequately support some of the emerging
mission-critical smart grid applications (or any other similar IoT applications) including PMUs,
with moderate E2E latency requirements in the range of 50-100 ms and high reliability.
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The realistic results of this work can be used by industries and utilities, which are planning to
utilize commercial 4G LTE networks for their own IoT applications, as initial guidelines to
ensure that LTE can meet the performance requirements of these applications.
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Appendex A : Developed MATLAB TOOL CODE
1. The main file
% Global variable defentions
clc; clear;
UE =20;
% number of users
Freq = 20;
% 20 MHZ
Cell_Radius=10;
% in Km
sz = 50;
% plotting circle size
init_Grant = 5;
% 5 RB initial grand
Sim_Time = 1000;
% 1 sec simulation time
class_delay = [10,20,40,60];
% classes packet delay budget
class_packets=[50,50,50,50];
% classes packet size in bytes
class_rate=[100000,100000,100000,100000];
% classes average rate in bytes/ses
% initialization of variables
bsr_value = 'BSR1';
Node_array=zeros(UE,4);
sr_period =5;
sr_sch = UE/sr_period;
start_SR = 1;
start_ue = 1;
End_SR = UE/sr_period;
UE_array = zeros(UE,3);
user =1;
cy =1;
%=================================================
% PLOT Geographical locations of users around BS
%==================================================
UA1=geo_plot(Cell_Radius, UE);
figure;
polarscatter(UA1(:,3),UA1(:,2),sz,'filled')
title(['Geographical Locations of ',num2str(UE), ' UEs in
',num2str(Cell_Radius),'Km Cell radius']);
%====================================================
% Utilaize the Channel Module Table
% Exported to channel_table.xlsx
%================================================
UA2 = channel_mod(UA1,Cell_Radius,UE);
%User_num = UA2(:,1);
%Distance_from_BS = UA2(:,2);
%Angle_from_BS =UA2(:,3);
%CQI=UA2(:,4);
%Modulation=UA2(:,5);
%Coding_Rate=UA2(:,6);
%Bit_sec_hz=UA2(:,7);
%SNR_DB = UA2(:,8);
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%T =
table(User_num,Distance_from_BS,Angle_from_BS,CQI,Modulation,Coding_Rate,Bit_sec_
hz,SNR_DB);
%filename='output/Channel_table.xlsx';
%writetable(T,filename);
UE_BSR_array=bsr_users(UE,Sim_Time,class_delay,class_packets,class_rate);
UE_BSR_array2=RB_Req(UE,UE_BSR_array,UA2,class_packets,Sim_Time);
for j = start_SR:End_SR
for i = start_ue: start_ue+sr_period
UE_array(i,1)=i;
UE_array(i,2)=j;
UE_array(i,3) = j+1;
end
start_ue= i;
end
for n=1:sr_sch+4+max(UE_array(:,2))
fprintf("==================Cycle %d======================\n",n);
for i=1:UE
if(UE_array(i,2)==n)
fprintf("User %d --> enodeB (send SR Signal) -\n",UE_array(i,1));
user=i; cy=n;
end
Node_array(user,1) = user;
Node_array(user,2) = UE_array(user,2);
if(UE_array(i,2)+sr_sch==n)
fprintf("User %d <-- enodeB (Initial Grand %d RB) -\n",UE_array(i,1),init_Grant);
user=i; cy=n;
end
if (UE_array(i,2)+sr_sch+4==n)
[BSR1 BSR2 BSR3
BSR4]=get_bsr(UE_BSR_array,n,UE_array(i,1),Sim_Time);
fprintf("User %d --> enodeB (BSR [%d:%d:%d:%d][4 bytes])
--\n", UE_array(i,1),BSR1,BSR2,BSR3,BSR4);
user=i; cy=n;
end
Node_array(user,1) = user;
Node_array(user,3) = cy-4;
Node_array(user,4) = cy;
end
end
for n=sr_sch+4+max(UE_array(:,2))+1:Sim_Time
fprintf("==================Cycle %d======================\n",n);
for i=1:UE
for j=8:8:Sim_Time
if(UE_array(i,2)+sr_sch+j==n)
fprintf("User %d <-- enodeB Grant \n",UE_array(i,1));
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user=i; cy=n;
end
if (UE_array(i,2)+sr_sch+4+j==n)
[BSR1 BSR2 BSR3
BSR4]=get_bsr(UE_BSR_array,n,UE_array(i,1),Sim_Time);
fprintf("User %d --> enodeB (BSR [%d:%d:%d:%d][4 bytes])
--\n", UE_array(i,1),BSR1,BSR2,BSR3,BSR4);
user=i; cy=n;
end
Node_array(user,1) = user;
Node_array(user,3) = cy-4;
Node_array(user,4) = cy;
end
end
end

2. The matching BSR to Standard table function

function [bsr_bit]=bsr_gen(Q_size)
if (Q_size ==0)
bsr_bit = 0;
elseif (Q_size >0 && Q_size<=10)
bsr_bit = 1;
elseif (Q_size >10 && Q_size<=12)
bsr_bit = 2;
elseif (Q_size >12 && Q_size<=14)
bsr_bit = 3;
elseif (Q_size >14 && Q_size<=17)
bsr_bit = 4;
elseif (Q_size >17 && Q_size<=19)
bsr_bit = 5;
elseif (Q_size >19 && Q_size<=22)
bsr_bit = 6;
elseif (Q_size >22 && Q_size<=26)
bsr_bit = 7;
elseif (Q_size >26 && Q_size<=31)
bsr_bit = 8;
elseif (Q_size >31 && Q_size<=36)
bsr_bit = 9;
elseif (Q_size >36 && Q_size<=42)
bsr_bit = 10;
elseif (Q_size >42 && Q_size<=49)
bsr_bit = 11;
elseif (Q_size >49 && Q_size<=57)
bsr_bit = 12;
elseif (Q_size >57 && Q_size<=67)
bsr_bit = 13;
elseif (Q_size >67 && Q_size<=78)
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bsr_bit = 14;
elseif (Q_size >78 && Q_size<=91)
bsr_bit = 15;
elseif (Q_size >91 && Q_size<=107)
bsr_bit = 16;
elseif (Q_size >107 && Q_size<=125)
bsr_bit = 17;
elseif (Q_size >125 && Q_size<=146)
bsr_bit = 18;
elseif (Q_size >146 && Q_size<=171)
bsr_bit = 19;
elseif (Q_size >171 && Q_size<=200)
bsr_bit = 20;
elseif (Q_size >200 && Q_size<=234)
bsr_bit = 21;
elseif (Q_size >234 && Q_size<=274)
bsr_bit = 22;
elseif (Q_size >274 && Q_size<=231)
bsr_bit = 23;
elseif (Q_size >231 && Q_size<=376)
bsr_bit = 24;
elseif (Q_size >376 && Q_size<=440)
bsr_bit = 25;
elseif (Q_size >440 && Q_size<=515)
bsr_bit = 26;
elseif (Q_size >515 && Q_size<=603)
bsr_bit = 27;
elseif (Q_size >603 && Q_size<=706)
bsr_bit = 28;
elseif (Q_size >706 && Q_size<=826)
bsr_bit = 29;
elseif (Q_size >826 && Q_size<=967)
bsr_bit = 30;
elseif (Q_size >967 && Q_size<=1132)
bsr_bit = 31;
elseif (Q_size >1132 && Q_size<=1326)
bsr_bit = 32;
elseif (Q_size >1326 && Q_size<=1552)
bsr_bit = 33;
elseif (Q_size >1552 && Q_size<=1817)
bsr_bit = 34;
elseif (Q_size >1817 && Q_size<=2127)
bsr_bit = 35;
elseif (Q_size >2127 && Q_size<=2490)
bsr_bit = 36;
elseif (Q_size >2490 && Q_size<=2915)
bsr_bit = 37;
elseif (Q_size >2915 && Q_size<=3413)
bsr_bit = 38;
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elseif (Q_size >3413 && Q_size<=3995)
bsr_bit = 39;
elseif (Q_size >3995 && Q_size<=4677)
bsr_bit = 40;
elseif (Q_size >4677 && Q_size<=5476)
bsr_bit = 41;
elseif (Q_size >5476 && Q_size<=6411)
bsr_bit = 42;
elseif (Q_size >6411 && Q_size<=7505)
bsr_bit = 43;
elseif (Q_size >7505 && Q_size<=8787)
bsr_bit = 44;
elseif (Q_size >8787 && Q_size<=10287)
bsr_bit = 45;
elseif (Q_size >10287 && Q_size<=120287)
bsr_bit = 46;
elseif (Q_size >120287 && Q_size<=14099)
bsr_bit = 47;
elseif (Q_size >14099 && Q_size<=16507)
bsr_bit = 48;
elseif (Q_size >16507 && Q_size<=19325)
bsr_bit = 49;
elseif (Q_size >19325 && Q_size<=22624)
bsr_bit = 50;
elseif (Q_size >22624 && Q_size<=26487)
bsr_bit = 51;
elseif (Q_size >26487 && Q_size<=31009)
bsr_bit = 52;
elseif (Q_size >31009 && Q_size<=36304)
bsr_bit = 53;
elseif (Q_size >36304 && Q_size<=42502)
bsr_bit = 54;
elseif (Q_size >42502 && Q_size<=49759)
bsr_bit = 55;
elseif (Q_size >49759 && Q_size<=58255)
bsr_bit = 56;
elseif (Q_size >58255 && Q_size<=68201)
bsr_bit = 57;
elseif (Q_size >69201 && Q_size<=79846)
bsr_bit = 58;
elseif (Q_size >79846 && Q_size<=93479)
bsr_bit = 59;
elseif (Q_size >93479 && Q_size<=109439)
bsr_bit = 60;
elseif (Q_size >109439 && Q_size<=128125)
bsr_bit = 61;
elseif (Q_size >128125 && Q_size<=150000)
bsr_bit = 62;
elseif (Q_size >150000)
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bsr_bit = 63;
end
end

3. The BSR Generator for each UE buffer function
function [user_data_array] =
bsr_generator(Sim_Time,class_delay,class_packets,class_rate)
%==========================================================
%
Initlaization Parameters
%==========================================================
Sim_Time = Sim_Time;
user_data_array=zeros(Sim_Time,Sim_Time+5);
cat_queue =[0,0,0,0];
delay = 0;
%===============================================================
%
Packet and traffic category generation for each cycle (1ms)
%
To be added in the traffic category Queue.
%=================================================================
UE_temp = traffic_gen(Sim_Time,class_delay,class_packets,class_rate);
user_data_array(:,1)=UE_temp(:,3);
%number of packet
user_data_array(:,2)=UE_temp(:,2);
for i=1:Sim_Time
% row
for j=i+2:Sim_Time+2
%column
if(user_data_array(i,2)==4)&&(class_delay(4)-delay>0)
user_data_array(i,j)=class_delay(4)-delay;
elseif(user_data_array(i,2)==3)&&(class_delay(3)-delay>0)
user_data_array(i,j)=class_delay(3)-delay;
elseif(user_data_array(i,2)==2)&&(class_delay(2)-delay>0)
user_data_array(i,j)=class_delay(2)-delay;
elseif(user_data_array(i,2)==1)&&(class_delay(1)-delay>0)
user_data_array(i,j)=class_delay(1)-delay;
else
user_data_array(i,j)=0;
end
delay= delay+1;
end
delay = 0;
end
cat1_queue = 0;
cat2_queue = 0;
cat3_queue = 0;
cat4_queue = 0;
for i=1:Sim_Time
if (user_data_array(i,2)==1)
cat1_queue = cat1_queue+user_data_array(i,1); %*cat1_packet;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+6)= cat4_queue;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+5)= cat3_queue;
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user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+4)= cat2_queue;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+3)= cat1_queue;
elseif(user_data_array(i,2)==2)
cat2_queue = cat2_queue+user_data_array(i,1); % *cat2_packet;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+6)= cat4_queue;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+5)= cat3_queue;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+4)= cat2_queue;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+3)= cat1_queue;
elseif(user_data_array(i,2)==3)
cat3_queue = cat3_queue+user_data_array(i,1);% *cat3_packet;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+6)= cat4_queue;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+5)= cat3_queue;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+4)= cat2_queue;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+3)= cat1_queue;
elseif(user_data_array(i,2)==4)
cat4_queue = cat4_queue+user_data_array(i,1);% *cat4_packet;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+6)= cat4_queue;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+5)= cat3_queue;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+4)= cat2_queue;
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+3)= cat1_queue;
end
end
%===========================================================
% Remove lost packets sizes (bytes) from each
% category Queue
%===========================================================
for i=Sim_Time:-1:1
if(i+class_delay(1)<=Sim_Time)
user_data_array(i+class_delay(1),Sim_Time+3)=user_data_array(i+class_delay(1)
,Sim_Time+3)-user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+3);
user_data_array(i+class_delay(1),Sim_Time+7)=
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+3);
end
if(i+class_delay(2)<=Sim_Time)
user_data_array(i+class_delay(2),Sim_Time+4)=user_data_array(i+class_delay(2)
,Sim_Time+4)-user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+4);
user_data_array(i+class_delay(2),Sim_Time+8)=
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+4);
end
if(i+class_delay(3)<=Sim_Time)
user_data_array(i+class_delay(3),Sim_Time+5)=user_data_array(i+class_delay(3)
,Sim_Time+5)-user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+5);
user_data_array(i+class_delay(3),Sim_Time+9)=
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+5);
end
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if(i+class_delay(4)<=Sim_Time)
user_data_array(i+class_delay(4),Sim_Time+6)=user_data_array(i+class_delay(4)
,Sim_Time+6)-user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+6);
user_data_array(i+class_delay(4),Sim_Time+10)=
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+6);
end
end
% under construction
bsr2= zeros(Sim_Time+10,1);
bsr_class = zeros(Sim_Time+10,1);
bsr_packets = zeros(Sim_Time+10,1);
for j=3:Sim_Time+2
a= sort(user_data_array(:,j),1,'descend');
bsr2(j,1) = min(a(a > 0));
for i=1:Sim_Time
if (user_data_array(i,j)== bsr2(j,1))
bsr_class(j,1) = user_data_array(i,2);
bsr_packets(j,1)= user_data_array(i,1);
end
end
end
user_data_array(Sim_Time+1,:) = bsr2';
user_data_array(Sim_Time+2,:) = bsr_class';
user_data_array(Sim_Time+3,:) = bsr_packets';
end

4. BSR Table for each UE function :
function [user_data_array]= BSR_Table(user_data_array, UE, Sim_Time);
Packets = user_data_array(:,1,UE);
CAT = user_data_array(:,2,UE);
cat1_Q = user_data_array(:,Sim_Time+3,UE);
cat2_Q = user_data_array(:,Sim_Time+4,UE);
cat3_Q = user_data_array(:,Sim_Time+5,UE);
cat4_Q = user_data_array(:,Sim_Time+6,UE);
T = table(Packets,CAT,cat1_Q,cat2_Q,cat3_Q,cat4_Q);
file_name= strcat('output/data_queue_bytes', num2str(UE),'.xlsx');
filename=file_name;
writetable(T,filename);
for i=1:Sim_Time
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+3,UE)=
bsr_gen(user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+3,UE));
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+4,UE)=
bsr_gen(user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+4,UE));
user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+5,UE)=
bsr_gen(user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+5,UE));
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user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+6,UE)=
bsr_gen(user_data_array(i,Sim_Time+6,UE));
end
Packets = user_data_array(:,1,UE);
CAT = user_data_array(:,2,UE);
cat1_Q = user_data_array(:,Sim_Time+3,UE);
cat2_Q = user_data_array(:,Sim_Time+4,UE);
cat3_Q = user_data_array(:,Sim_Time+5,UE);
cat4_Q = user_data_array(:,Sim_Time+6,UE);
T = table(Packets,CAT,cat1_Q,cat2_Q,cat3_Q,cat4_Q);
file_name= strcat('output/data_queue_bsr', num2str(UE),'.xlsx');
filename=file_name;
writetable(T,filename);
end

5. Channel modulation function
function [out_user_array] = channel_mod(users_array,cell_radius,users)
zone = cell_radius/15;
for i=1:users
if users_array(i,2)>0&&users_array(i,2)<zone
users_array(i,4)=15;
users_array(i,5)=64;
users_array(i,6)=0.95258;
users_array(i,7)=5.547;
a= 22.7; b = 24;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>zone&&users_array(i,2)<2*zone
users_array(i,4)=14;
users_array(i,5)=64;
users_array(i,6)=0.8525;
users_array(i,7)=5.1152;
a= 21.0; b = 22.6;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>2*zone&&users_array(i,2)<3*zone
users_array(i,4)=13;
users_array(i,5)=64;
users_array(i,6)=0.7539;
users_array(i,7)=4.5234;
a= 18.7; b = 20.9;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>3*zone&&users_array(i,2)<4*zone
users_array(i,4)=12;
users_array(i,5)=64;
users_array(i,6)=0.6504;
users_array(i,7)=3.9023;
a= 16.3; b = 18.6;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>4*zone&&users_array(i,2)<5*zone
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users_array(i,4)=11;
users_array(i,5)=64;
users_array(i,6)=0.5537;
users_array(i,7)=3.3223;
a= 14.1; b = 16.2;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>5*zone&&users_array(i,2)<6*zone
users_array(i,4)=10;
users_array(i,5)=64;
users_array(i,6)=0.4551;
users_array(i,7)=2.7305;
a= 11.7; b = 14;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>6*zone&&users_array(i,2)<7*zone
users_array(i,4)=9;
users_array(i,5)=16;
users_array(i,6)=0.6016;
users_array(i,7)=2.4063;
a= 10.3; b = 11.6;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>7*zone&&users_array(i,2)<8*zone
users_array(i,4)=8;
users_array(i,5)=16;
users_array(i,6)=0.4785;
users_array(i,7)=1.9141;
a= 8.1; b = 10.2;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>8*zone&&users_array(i,2)<9*zone
users_array(i,4)=7;
users_array(i,5)=16;
users_array(i,6)=0.3691;
users_array(i,7)=1.4766;
a= 5.9; b = 8;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>9*zone&&users_array(i,2)<10*zone
users_array(i,4)=6;
users_array(i,5)=2;
users_array(i,6)=0.5879;
users_array(i,7)=1.1758;
a= 4.3; b = 5.8;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>10*zone&&users_array(i,2)<11*zone
users_array(i,4)=5;
users_array(i,5)=2;
users_array(i,6)=0.4385;
users_array(i,7)=0.8770;
a= 2.4; b = 4.2;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>11*zone&&users_array(i,2)<12*zone
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users_array(i,4)=4;
users_array(i,5)=2;
users_array(i,6)=0.3008;
users_array(i,7)=0.6016;
a= 0.2; b = 2.3;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>12*zone&&users_array(i,2)<13*zone
users_array(i,4)=3;
users_array(i,5)=2;
users_array(i,6)=0.1885;
users_array(i,7)=0.3770;
a= -2.3; b = 0.1;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>13*zone&&users_array(i,2)<14*zone
users_array(i,4)=2;
users_array(i,5)=2;
users_array(i,6)=0.1172;
users_array(i,7)=0.2344;
a= -4.7; b = -2.4;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
elseif users_array(i,2)>14*zone&&users_array(i,2)<15*zone
users_array(i,4)=1;
users_array(i,5)=2;
users_array(i,6)=0.0762;
users_array(i,7)=0.1523;
a= -6.7; b = -4.8;
users_array(i,8)= (b-a).*rand() + a;
end
end
out_user_array = users_array;
end

6. The geographical plot function
function [users_array]=geo_plot(cell_radius,users)
users_array = zeros(users,3);
rng(0,'twister');
a= 0.1;
b = cell_radius;
users_array(:,2)= (b-a).*rand(users,1) + a;
users_array(:,3) = degtorad(randi([0 360],users,1));
for i=1:users
users_array(i,1) =i;
end
end
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7. Resource blocks allocation function

function [UE_array]= RB_Req(UE,UE_array,channel_array,class_packets,Sim_Time)
RB_1 = zeros(Sim_Time+3,1);
RB_2 = zeros(Sim_Time+3,1);
RB_3 = zeros(Sim_Time+3,1);
RB_4 = zeros(Sim_Time+3,1);
for i=1:UE
%loop over all users
temp_RB1=0;
temp_RB2=0;
temp_RB3=0;
temp_RB4=0;
for j=1: Sim_Time
if (UE_array(j,2,i) == 1)
temp_RB1 =
(UE_array(j,Sim_Time+3,i)*class_packets(1)*8)/(channel_array(i,7)*12*11);
RB_1(j,1) = temp_RB1;
RB_2(j,1) = temp_RB2;
RB_3(j,1) = temp_RB3;
RB_4(j,1) = temp_RB4;
elseif (UE_array(j,2,i) == 2)
temp_RB2 =
(UE_array(j,Sim_Time+4,i)*class_packets(2)*8)/(channel_array(i,7)*12*11);
RB_1(j,1) = temp_RB1;
RB_2(j,1) = temp_RB2;
RB_3(j,1) = temp_RB3;
RB_4(j,1) = temp_RB4;
elseif (UE_array(j,2,i) == 3)
temp_RB3 =
(UE_array(j,Sim_Time+5,i)*class_packets(3)*8)/(channel_array(i,7)*12*11);
RB_1(j,1) = temp_RB1;
RB_2(j,1) = temp_RB2;
RB_3(j,1) = temp_RB3;
RB_4(j,1) = temp_RB4;
elseif (UE_array(j,2,i) == 4)
temp_RB4=
(UE_array(j,Sim_Time+6,i)*class_packets(4)*8)/(channel_array(i,7)*12*11);
RB_1(j,1) = temp_RB1;
RB_2(j,1) = temp_RB2;
RB_3(j,1) = temp_RB3;
RB_4(j,1) = temp_RB4;
end
end
UE_array(:,Sim_Time+11,i)= RB_1;
UE_array(:,Sim_Time+12,i)= RB_2;
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UE_array(:,Sim_Time+13,i)= RB_3;
UE_array(:,Sim_Time+14,i)= RB_4;
end

8. Traffic generator function

function [UE_array]=
traffic_gen(sim_time,class_delay,class_packets,class_rate)
UE_array = zeros(sim_time,3);
previous_cycle_cat1=0;
previous_cycle_cat2=0;
previous_cycle_cat3=0;
previous_cycle_cat4=0;
average_speed_cat1 = class_rate(1); %100kb
average_speed_cat2 = class_rate(2);
average_speed_cat3 = class_rate(3);
average_speed_cat4 = class_rate(4);
size_per_tti_cat1 = average_speed_cat1/1000;
size_per_tti_cat2 = average_speed_cat2/1000;
size_per_tti_cat3 = average_speed_cat3/1000;
size_per_tti_cat4 = average_speed_cat4/1000;
packet_size_cat1 = class_packets(1);
packet_size_cat2 = class_packets(2);
packet_size_cat3 = class_packets(3);
packet_size_cat4 = class_packets(4);
packets_per_tti_cat1 = size_per_tti_cat1/packet_size_cat1;
packets_per_tti_cat2 = size_per_tti_cat2/packet_size_cat2;
packets_per_tti_cat3 = size_per_tti_cat3/packet_size_cat3;
packets_per_tti_cat4 = size_per_tti_cat4/packet_size_cat4;
for i=1:sim_time
UE_array(i,1) = i;
UE_array(i,2) = randi(4);
end
for i=1:sim_time
if (UE_array(i,2)==1);
UE_array(i,3)=packets_per_tti_cat1*(i-previous_cycle_cat1);
previous_cycle_cat1 = i;
end
if (UE_array(i,2)==2);
UE_array(i,3)=packets_per_tti_cat2*(i-previous_cycle_cat2);
previous_cycle_cat2 = i;
end
if (UE_array(i,2)==3);
UE_array(i,3)=packets_per_tti_cat3*(i-previous_cycle_cat3);
previous_cycle_cat3 = i;
end
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if (UE_array(i,2)==4);
UE_array(i,3)=packets_per_tti_cat4*(i-previous_cycle_cat2);
previous_cycle_cat4 = i;
end
end
end
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